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perceived as two; this is investigated by means of the aesthe-
siometer, an instrument something like a pair of dividers.
But the hope that the spatial threshold might constitute an
index of intelligence was not confirmee! when it was found
that savages had as sensitive skins as Europeans. As Ballard
puts it,1 to be thick-skinned is not the same as to be thick-
headed.
When tests of the higher senses were tried it was found that
the powers of discriminating shades of brightness and distin-
guishing the pitch of musical notes did correspond to some
extent with intelligence; but such tests failed to provide the
simple index of mental calibre which was sought. Tests of
bodily powers, or motor tests, came as a reaction from the
exclusive reliance of traditional psychology on sensation and
intellect. It was thought that, since the mind co-operates in
the activities of the body, a dynamic measurement might
succeed where a static one had failed. Various instruments
for measuring bodily powers were devised : the .dynamometer
measured the power of grip; the ergograph the strength and
endurance of the middle finger; the tapping-machine the
number of taps that can be made in a minute. Reaction-
times too were determined, giving the interval of tirae that
elapses between a stimulus and a response. But none of the
motor tests was found to correlate highly with the intelligence
of the subjects.
Although much valuable work was done in these directions,
the main objective was not attained by the measurement of
the body or its powers. Psychologists next turned their atten-
tion to the so-called 'faculties* or powers of mind, testing
for memory, attention, association, and so forth. But still
the single criterion of mental ability was not forthcoming. A
severe blow, indeed, was given to the work on faculties by
the negative results of the famous experiments on transfer of
training. It was found that improvement of the memory,
for example, in one field of exercise was not transferred to
other fields. So far, then, from such tests of the faculties being
found to correlate with intelligence, it was found that different
1 Mental Tests, p. 10*

